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STATEMENT OF JUDGMENT / 
ORDER APPEALED FROM AND RELIEF SOUGHT 

 

 On October 22, 2015, the Court of Appeals affirmed the Oakland County Circuit Court’s 

(“Oakland Court’s”) denial of Appellant Chumash Casino Resort’s (“Casino’s”) motion for 

summary disposition (“Motion”).  (Exhibit A, Star Tickets v Chumash Casino Resort, 

unpublished opinion per curiam of the Court of Appeals, issued October 22, 2015 (Docket No. 

322371) [“Slip Op.”]).  

 The American Indian Law Section of the State Bar of Michigan (“AILS”) respectfully 

requests that this Court reverse the Court of Appeals and remand to Oakland Court to grant the 

Casino’s Motion. 
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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 
 

 This Court has jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to MCR 7.303(B)(1).  This Court 

has jurisdiction to allow amicus curiae AILS to file its motion for leave to file an amicus curiae 

brief and this amicus curiae brief pursuant to MCR 7.312(H)(1). 
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STATEMENT OF INTEREST BY AMICUS CURIAE 
 

 AILS was formed for the purpose of furthering the development and improvement of 

American Indian law by advocating on proposed state and federal legislation, judicial rules, and 

public policy.  Further, AILS provides support and assistance to attorneys in their relationships 

with any individual, group or other lawful entity involved with issues of concern to American 

Indians.  As such, AILS has, on several occasions, been asked to submit an amicus curiae brief in 

cases that directly impact the rights of American Indians and their tribes.  

The Court of Appeals’ decision in this case has drastically changed the ability of the 

twelve federally-recognized American Indian tribes located in Michigan (“Michigan Tribes”) to 

exercise their sovereignty, as well as that of tribes conducting business in Michigan.  Further, the 

Court of Appeals’ decision is contrary to all precedent, and so will disrupt the relationships 

between tribes and non-tribal entities.  Finally, the Court of Appeals’ decision will amplify the 

historic mistrust that tribes and non-tribal entities have tried so hard to overcome.   

AILS members have litigated numerous cases, both within and outside of Michigan, 

relying on the scope and application of precedent regarding waivers of a tribe’s sovereign 

immunity.  Additionally, AILS members represent or work regularly with Michigan Tribes and 

tribal members.  Therefore, AILS members’ collective experience and expertise in American 

Indian law puts AILS in a unique position to inform this Court of the practical import of the 

Court of Appeals opinion on American Indian law.  AILS urges this Court to realize the 

detrimental effect the Court of Appeals’ opinion will have on the subject of waivers of a tribe’s 

sovereign immunity beyond the interests of the litigants here. 

This Court should grant leave to appeal in this case on the following grounds: 

 The issue involves a legal principle of major significance to the state’s jurisprudence 
because it involves the methods by which a sovereign government can waive its 
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sovereign immunity. MCR 7.305(B)(3).  The issue presents more than “a narrow dispute 
regarding the interpretation of its contract,” Gulf Underwriters Ins. Co. v McClain 
Indus., 483 Mich. 1010; 765 NW2d 16 (2009), because it implicates long-standing case 
law about waivers of tribal sovereign immunity, and thus has an effect on Michigan 
Tribes and parties doing business with Michigan Tribes. 
 

 The Michigan Court of Appeals’ decision is clearly erroneous and will cause material 
injustice.  MCR 7.305(B)(5)(a).  The decision fails to abide by established United States 
Supreme Court precedent in turning to state law to determine whether or not tribal 
sovereign immunity has been waived.  The result is material injustice: the Tribe relied on 
established precedent but was unable to claim the protections of sovereign immunity, the 
crux of its inherent sovereignty. 
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QUESTIONS PRESENTED 
 

1. Without Congressional action, can tribal sovereign immunity be waived without a lawful 
waiver as authorized by tribal constitution or tribal law? 
 

Star Ticket’s answer:    Yes. 
Chumash Casino Resort’s answer:  No. 
The trial court’s answer:   Yes. 
The Court of Appeals’ answer:  Yes. 
AILS’ answer:      No. 
 

 
2. If this Court finds there was a lawful waiver authorized by tribal constitution or tribal 

law, did the Oakland County Circuit Court have jurisdiction over Star Tickets’ lawsuit? 
 

Star Ticket’s answer:    Yes. 
Chumash Casino Resort’s answer:  No. 
The trial court’s answer:   Yes. 
The Court of Appeals’ answer:  Yes. 
AILS’ answer:      No. 
 

3. Can an Indian tribe rely on MCR 2.116(C)(7) to move for summary disposition based on 
immunity granted by law, and subsequently MCR 7.202(6)(a)(v) for an appeal by right of 
a trial court’s denial of a motion based on the governmental immunity of a government 
party? 
 

Star Ticket’s answer:    No. 
Chumash Casino Resort’s answer:  Yes. 
The trial court’s answer:   No. 
The Court of Appeals’ answer:  No. 
AILS’ answer:      Yes. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The outcome of this case hinges on whether the Santa Ynez Band of Chumash Mission 

Indians (“Tribe”) waived the Appellant Chumash Casino Resort’s (“Casino’s”) sovereign 

immunity, either directly by an act of the Tribe’s General Council, through operation of Tribal 

laws, or through delegation to the Casino.  It is undisputed that there has been no Congressional 

abrogation of the Casino’s tribal sovereign immunity.  Slip op, p 6.   

Without a lawful waiver of the Casino’s sovereign immunity, the contract’s language and 

the parties’ conduct is irrelevant.  The Court of Appeals inappropriately reasoned from the 

bottom up—contending that because the parties’ conduct evinced a valid agreement, and the 

agreement contained language to allow suit, there must have been a valid waiver.  Judge 

Gleicher disagreed and understood that a waiver must be unequivocally expressed in accordance 

with tribal law and so before looking to the contract, courts must first determine whether there 

was a lawful waiver of sovereign immunity.  Slip op, p 1 (dissent).   

Unless reversed, the Court of Appeals creates a dangerous standard that will harm all 

Michigan Tribes by nullifying tribal law and allowing waivers of immunity without proper 

authorization or consent, which would expand tribes’ potential liability under existing 

agreements and abrogate intended limits imposed by tribal waivers in future agreements.  To 

protect Michigan Tribes, amici AILS urges this Court to respect the fundamental principles 

underlying tribal sovereignty and reverse the Court of Appeals’ decision. 

Additionally, while not raised below, but dispositive under the circumstances here, if this 

Court finds that there was a lawful waiver of the Casino’s sovereign immunity, then that waiver 

is limited by the agreement to only allow suit in Kent County, Michigan.  Slip op, pp 2 fn 2, 6.  

By presiding over the Casino’s Motion, the Oakland Court usurped the Casino’s sovereignty by 
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impermissibly expanding the alleged limited waiver and hearing a case outside its jurisdiction.  

Questions of subject-matter jurisdiction can be raised at any time.  Todd v Dept of Corr, 232 

Mich App 623, 627; 591 NW2d 375, 377 (1998).  Thus, summary disposition is also appropriate 

under MCR 2.116(C)(1) because, if it exists, the limited waiver of sovereign immunity deprived 

the Oakland Court of subject matter jurisdiction.  “When a court is without jurisdiction of the 

subject matter, any action with respect to such a cause, other than to dismiss it, is absolutely 

void.”  Id. at 628; see also, e.g., Verlinden v Central Bank of Nigeria, 461 US 480, 489; 103 S Ct 

1962; 76 L Ed 2d 81 (1983) (" ... if the claim does not fall within one of the exceptions [to 

sovereign immunity], federal courts lack subject matter jurisdiction.").   

 The Oakland Court and Court of Appeals failed to recognize that unless Congress 

abrogates tribal immunity or a tribe, in accordance with its own laws, authorizes an express and 

unequivocal waiver of sovereign immunity, Michigan courts do not have jurisdiction over tribes 

or tribal instrumentalities.  AILS respectfully requests that even if this Court finds that the Tribe 

lawfully waived the Casino’s immunity, the matter below must be vacated because it may only 

be brought in Kent County, Michigan as required under the Casino’s limited waiver. 

Finally, the Casino sought summary disposition of Appellee Star Tickets’ complaint 

pursuant to MCR 2.116(C)(7) because the Casino, as an instrumentality of  the Tribe, is immune 

from Star Tickets’ claims as a matter of law.  The Court of Appeals erred by declining to grant 

the Casino’s appeal by right brought pursuant to MCR 7.202(6)(a)(v) and granted leave to appeal 

instead.  Slip op. p 4-5, fn 7. 

As sovereign governments, as the Court of Appeals suggests, tribes are entitled to rely 

upon the plain language of MCR 2.116(C)(7) for summary disposition based on “immunity 

granted by law” and, thus, on MCR 7.202(6)(a)(v) for an immediate appeal by right of an order 
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denying governmental immunity to a governmental party.  Id.  Michigan Tribes, Michigan 

governments at all levels, and tribal business partners will all benefit from a clear understanding 

that MCR 2.116(C)(7) applies to summary disposition based on tribal sovereign immunity, 

which in turn allows an appeal by right of an order denying a motion based on tribal sovereign 

immunity under MCR 7.202(6)(a)(v).  AILS respectfully requests that the Court find that MCR 

2.116(C)(7) and MCR 7.202(6)(a)(v) are applicable to dispositive motions and appeals based on 

tribal sovereign immunity. 

FACTS 
 

 The only facts relevant to AILS’ position relate to whether there was a lawful waiver of 

sovereign immunity under Tribal law.  “[Star Tickets] did not argue below, nor argues in its 

appellate brief, that a waiver of tribal sovereign immunity, as envisioned by and consistent with 

the [Ordinance], was accomplished with respect to [the Casino’s] or the Tribe’s business 

relationship with [Star Tickets].”  Slip op, p 3.  This acquiescence alone should resolve the 

matter.  But a brief analysis of the Tribe’s law is relevant for this Court’s de novo review. 

 “In 2002, the General Council approved the Santa Ynez Band of Mission Indians 

Ordinance No. 13, titled the Chumash Casino and Resort Enterprise Ordinance.”  Slip op, p 2.  

The Casino is the “enterprise” contemplated by the Enterprise Ordinance (“Ordinance”).  Slip 

op, p 2-3.  Under the Ordinance, the Casino is governed by the Enterprise Board (“Board”) and is 

an instrumentality of the Tribe.  Slip op, p 3. 

 The Tribe retained ultimate control over the Casino: 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Ordinance, the 
Enterprise shall be subject to the control of the General Council to 
the same extent that the Gaming Business was subject to such 
control before establishment of the Enterprise.  All rights, powers or 
privileges not expressly herein allocated to the Enterprise with 
respect to the Enterprise Business shall be reserved and held by the 
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General Council, or, to the extent permitted by the Articles of 
Organization, the Business Council.  [Ordinance § 3.] 
 

 The Tribe strictly controls immunity waivers through the language in the Ordinance.  To 

waive sovereign immunity, the Ordinance requires that the Board obtain a written authorization 

from the Tribe’s General Council or the Tribe’s Business Council (but only if the Business 

Council is empowered to do so by its Articles of Organization): 

Notwithstanding any other provision in this Ordinance, the 
Enterprise shall not take any of the following actions without written 
authorization from the General Council, or if permitted by the 
Articles of Organization, the Business Council: 
 
(a) waive or purport to waive the sovereign immunity of the Tribe 
or any Tribal Party, except as expressly authorized in Section 7(i) 
with respect to the Enterprise.  [Ordinance§ 8(a); Maj p 3; emphasis 
added.] 

 
 Contrary to the Court of Appeals’ finding that the Ordinance contains “multiple cross 

references and exceptions in the various provisions of the [Ordinance] [that] make for a 

confusing maze,” the all-encompassing language in Section 8 makes it clear that the Board must 

have the General Council’s or the Business Council’s written authorization to waive sovereign 

immunity.  Slip op, p 3.  Nothing in the record below indicates that the General Council or 

Business Council executed a written authorization for a waiver. 

 Section 8(a) incorporates the additional requirements for a waiver in Section 7(i).  

Section 7(i) enumerates the Board’s powers and includes the power to: 

[S]ubject to Section 8 of this Ordinance, to waive sovereign 
immunity of the [Casino] from unconsented suit or other legal 
proceedings, and allow enforcement and recourse related thereto as 
against the [Casino], its assets and revenues; and agree to and 
engage in any dispute resolution process. [Emphasis added.] 
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 Under Section 7(i), the Board is required to adhere to Section 8 and obtain written 

authorization before it can waive sovereign immunity.  To exercise its authority under Section 

7(i), Section 5 imposes additional requirements on the Board to make an effective waiver:  

Except as provided in Section 7(i) of this Ordinance, no waiver of 
sovereign immunity by the Tribe or any Tribal Party other than the 
Enterprise or any other person or entity shall ever permit or allow 
or be construed or interpreted to permit or allow any enforcement 
or recourse as against the Enterprise, its assets, revenues or 
business, except that a waiver of sovereign immunity meeting each 
of the following requirements will permit recourse against 
explicitly identified assets, revenues, business or activity of the 
Enterprise:  
 
(i) the waiver is in writing and expressly states that such waiver 
shall permit recourse and enforcement against the explicitly 
designated assets, Revenues, business or activity of the Enterprise; 
and 
(ii) the waiver is duly approved by the Enterprise Board.’”  
[Ordinance § 5(b); emphasis added.] 

   
 The requirements in Section 5 are in addition to the requirements of Section 8, not in lieu 

of Section 8.  Nothing in the record below indicates that any waiver was authorized and approved 

by the Board. 

 In violation of the terms of the parties’ agreement, Star Tickets sued the Casino in 

Oakland County Circuit Court (instead of Kent County) alleging breach of contract.  Slip op, pp 

2 fn 2, 6.  The Casino sought summary disposition based, in part, on MCR 2.116(C)(7) because 

there was no waiver of sovereign immunity authorized by Tribal law.  Slip op, p 1. 

 The Oakland Court denied the Casino’s Motion, finding that the agreement contained 

language that could constitute a waiver of sovereign immunity.  Slip op, p 4.  On appeal, the 

Court of Appeals agreed with the Oakland Court and held that “the pertinent language in the 

agreement constituted a clear and unequivocal waiver of tribal sovereign immunity,” and that 

after “the parties had operated under the agreement for several years” made the Casino’s attempt 
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“to now disavow the agreement and the waiver of sovereign immunity contained in the 

agreement on the basis of noncompliance with the [Ordinance] border[] on the absurd.”  Slip op, 

pp 5-6, 8.  The Court of Appeals unabashedly ignored the Tribe’s laws controlling waivers of the 

Casino’s sovereign immunity.  Judge Gleicher disagreed with the panel majority and reasoned 

that “[a] tribe ‘expresses’ a legally enforceable waiver of its sovereign immunity according to its 

own rules,” and that “sovereign immunity cannot be waived by implication.”  Slip op, pp 2, 3 

(dissent). 

ARGUMENT 
 

 I. Without Congressional action, the only way tribal sovereign immunity can be 
  waived is by an express and unequivocal act authorized by a tribe’s   
  constitution or law. 

 
  A. Standard of Review 

 
 Governmental immunity is a question of law that is reviewed de novo.  Pierce v City of 

Lansing, 265 Mich App 174, 176; 694 NW2d 65, 67 (2005); relying on Mack v Detroit, 467 

Mich 186, 193; 649 NW2d 47 (2002).  The de novo review here is of the Tribe’s Ordinance and 

whether there was an authorized waiver of the Casino’s tribal sovereign immunity pursuant to 

the Ordinance. 

  B. Absent Congressional waiver, tribes may only waive sovereign   
  immunity according to the tribe’s constitution or tribal law. 

 
 “Indian tribes are ‘domestic dependent nations’ that exercise inherent sovereign authority 

over their members and territories.”  Okla Tax Comm v Citizen Band of Potawatomi Indian 

Tribe, 498 US 505, 509; 111 S Ct 905; 112 L Ed 2d 1112 (1991); citing Cherokee Nation v 

Georgia, 30 US 1, 13; 8 L Ed 25 (1831).  Tribes have long been recognized as possessing the 

common-law immunity from suit traditionally enjoyed by other sovereign powers.  Slip op, p 1 
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(dissent), relying on Santa Clara Pueblo v Martinez, 436 US 49, 58; 98 S Ct 1670; 56 L Ed 2d 

106 (1978); see also Turner v US, 248 US 354, 358; 39 S Ct 109; 63 L Ed 291 (1919); US v US 

Fidelity & Guaranty Co, 309 US 506, 512-13; 60 S Ct 653; 84 L Ed 894 (1940); Puyallup Tribe, 

Inc v Wash Dep’t of Game, 433 US 165, 172-73; 97 S Ct 2616; 53 L Ed 2d 667 (1977).  This 

characteristic of tribal sovereignty is subject only to the superior and plenary control of 

Congress.  US Fidelity, 309 US at 512.  Thus, suits against Indian tribes are barred absent 

congressional abrogation or a clear waiver of sovereign immunity by the tribe.  Santa Clara 

Pueblo, 436 US at 58.  It is well settled that a waiver of sovereign immunity “cannot be implied 

but must be unequivocally expressed.’”  US v Testan, 424 US 392, 399; 96 S Ct 948; 47 L Ed 2d 

114 (1976); quoting, US v King, 395 US 1, 4; 89 S Ct 1501; 23 L Ed 2d 52 (1969). 

 Specifically pertaining to tribal immunity, the United States Supreme Court has held that 

immunity is a “core aspect” of sovereignty and necessary to “Indian sovereignty and self-

governance.”  Slip op,  p 1 relying on  Kiowa Tribe of Okla v Mfg Technologies, 523 US 751, 

756; 118 S Ct 1700; 140 L Ed 2d 981 (1998); see also Michigan v Bay Mills Indian Community, 

572 US ___; 132 S Ct 2024, 2030 (2014); Santa Clara Pueblo, 436 US at 58.  Immunity is so 

important to tribal self-governance that it can only be waived expressly and unequivocally.  Id.  

A tribe’s immunity extends to civil suits based on breach of contract arising from a tribe’s 

commercial activities.  Kiowa, 523 US at 760.   

Tribal immunity “is a matter of federal law and is not subject to diminution by the 

States.” Kiowa, 523 US at 756.  “Santa Clara Pueblo firmly instructs that sovereign immunity 

cannot be waived by implication.”  Slip op, p 3 (dissent).  “[E]quitable doctrines and judge-made 

rules such as ratification may not be employed to abrogate a sovereign’s prerogative to determine 
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how it will express a waiver of its immunity, as that power resides solely with the sovereign.”  

Slip op, p 3 (dissent). 

  C. Michigan tribes have prescribed legal requirements to waive   
  sovereign immunity. 

 
There are twelve federally-recognized Indian tribes that are sovereign nations located in 

Michigan (“Michigan Tribes”).  Each tribe has exercised its sovereign power to enact governing 

documents, e.g., ratification of tribal constitutions, enactment of tribal laws.  Of the twelve 

Michigan Tribes, several have published their constitutional provisions or tribal laws containing 

specific criteria necessary to lawfully waive sovereign immunity:  

 “The Tribal Council shall not waive or limit the right of the Grand Traverse Band to 
be immune from suit, except as authorized by this Article or in furtherance of tribal 
business enterprises upon a resolution approved by an affirmative vote of five (5) of 
the seven (7) members of the Tribal Council.”  Grand Traverse Band of Ottawa and 
Chippewa Indians Const, art XIII, § 1.  

 
 “The Tribal Council may waive the Band’s immunity from suit in furtherance of 

governmental purposes or a tribal business purpose. Such a waiver must be done by 
written resolution and must be approved by a majority of the entire Tribal Council.”  
Huron Potawatomi-Nottawaseppi Huron Band of Potawatomi Indians Const, art X. 

 
 “The Tribal Council shall not waive or limit the right of the Lac Vieux Desert Band to 

be immune from suit, except as authorized by this Article or in furtherance of tribal 
business enterprises.”  Lac Vieux Desert Band of Lake Superior Chippewa Indians 
Const, art XIII, § 1. 
 

 “The Tribal Council shall not waive or limit the right of the Little River Band to be 
immune from suit, except as authorized by tribal ordinance or resolution or in 
furtherance of tribal business enterprises.”  Little River Band of Ottawa Indians 
Const, art XI, § 1. 

 
 “The Little Traverse Bay Bands of Odawa Indians, including all subordinate entities, 

shall be immune from suit except to the extent that the Tribal Council clearly and 
expressly waives its sovereign immunity, and officials and employees of the Tribe 
acting within the scope of their duties or authority shall be immune from suit.”  Little 
Traverse Bay Bands of Odawa Indians Const, art XVIII, § A. 
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 Sovereign immunity in business transactions may only be waived “by a Tribal entity 

exercising authority expressly delegated to such entity in its charter or specially by 
resolution of the Board of Directors; provided, that such waiver shall be made in strict 
conformity with the provisions of the charter or resolution governing such 
delegation.”  Sault Ste. Marie Tribe of Chippewa Indians Tribal Code, ch 44 § 
44.105. 

 
 “The Tribal Council may waive the Band’s immunity from suit in furtherance of a 

governmental or a tribal business purpose. Such a waiver must be in writing and must 
be approved by the affirmative vote of at least eight (8) Tribal Council members.”  
Pokagon Band of Potawatomi Indians Const, art XVII, § 2. 
 

These examples illustrate how Michigan Tribes have exercised sovereignty by enacting 

express provisions to control waivers of tribal sovereign immunity.  Like the Ordinance 

controlling the Casino’s ability to waive sovereign immunity, all of these provisions specify 

ways a waiver of immunity must be authorized.  None of these provisions authorize a waiver 

through a business relationship or by conduct as the Court of Appeals suggests.   

While a contract may contain a waiver, or while conduct may be considered to evince the 

existence of a contract, no waiver is valid unless authorized in the manner prescribed by tribal 

law.  Slip op, p 2 (dissent).  However, the Court of Appeals overlooked the Tribe’s Ordinance to 

create a waiver favoring Star Tickets based on the parties’ conduct.  Slip op, p 8 (“Bates fully 

supports our holding that any failures in complying with the [Ordinance] in regard to a waiver of 

sovereign immunity does not warrant rejecting the application of the clear waiver of sovereign 

immunity found in the parties’ agreement.”).  Overriding or ignoring tribal law, as the Court of 

Appeals did, diminishes tribal sovereignty in Michigan. 

  D. Judge Gleicher correctly relied upon Memphis Biofuels while the  
  panel majority misinterpreted C&L and Bates. 

 
 Judge Gleicher understood that Memphis Biofuels, LLC v Chickasaw Nation Indus, Inc, 

585 F3d 917, 922 (CA 6 2009), looks to whether the waiver was authorized according to tribal 
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law while C & L Enterprises, Inc v Citizen Band Potawatomi Indian Tribe of Oklahoma, 532 US 

411, 415; 121 S Ct 1589; 149 L Ed 2d 623 (2001), and Bates Assoc, LLC v 132 Assoc, LLC, 290 

Mich App 52; 799 NW2d 177 (2010); leave denied, Bates Assoc, LLC v 132 Assoc, LLC, 489 

Mich 940; 798 NW2d 11 (2011) presumed a waiver was authorized and thus were decided on 

the basis of mere contract language.  Squarely before this Court now is the question of whether 

there was an authorized and valid waiver of sovereign immunity according to Tribal law, not 

whether the language of the contract is sufficient to constitute such a waiver. 

 Memphis Biofuels specifically addressed express waivers of tribal sovereign immunity 

and found that without an express waiver authorized according to tribal law, there was no waiver 

even if the contract contains language that could be construed as a waiver and regardless of a 

plaintiff’s belief that a waiver was properly authorized: 

Of course, a tribe may choose to expressly waive its tribal-sovereign 
immunity either in its charter or by agreement.  Here, however, CNI 
did not make that choice. CNI's charter requires board approval to 
waive sovereign immunity. . . Here, however, CNI's charter does not 
contain a broad sue-and-be-sued clause; instead, the ability to take 
legal action is limited to action approved by the board of directors. 
Thus, even if we were to conclude that a broad sue-and-be-sued 
clause waives tribal-sovereign immunity, this clause is insufficient 
to do the job. . . . Therefore, we conclude that the charter does not 
contain an express waiver of tribal-sovereign immunity. 
 
In addition to the tribal charter, an agreement can validly waive 
tribal-sovereign immunity. Here, the parties agree that the board of 
directors did not pass a resolution waiving sovereign immunity. The 
parties did, however, sign a waiver provision whereby both parties 
waived all immunities. MBF believed that CNI obtained the 
required approval for this waiver provision—but regardless of what 
MBF may have thought, board approval was not obtained, and CNI's 
charter controls. In short, without board approval, CNI's sovereign 
immunity remains intact.  [Memphis Biofuels, 585 F3d at 921-22, 
internal citations and quotations omitted.] 
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 When the panel majority relied upon C & L Enterprises to examine the agreement 

between the Casino and Star Tickets, it overlooked the key distinguishing component between C 

& L Enterprises and Memphis Biofuels.  In C & L Enterprises, the United States Supreme Court 

declined to consider whether the agreement was valid under tribal law: 

The Tribe alternatively urges affirmance on the grounds that the 
contract is void under 25 U.S.C. § 81 and that the members of the 
Tribe who executed the contract lacked the authority to do so on 
the Tribe's behalf.  These issues were not aired in the Oklahoma 
courts and are not within the scope of the questions on which we 
granted review.  We therefore decline to address them.  [C & L 
Enterprises, 532 US at 423.] 

 
Rather, C & L Enterprises focused on whether the language contained in the agreement 

constituted a clear and unequivocal waiver of sovereign immunity.  Id. at 420 (“In sum, the Tribe 

agreed, by express contract, to adhere to certain dispute resolution procedures.”).  This limitation 

in C & L Enterprises was acknowledged by Bates: 

The Tribe argues that the purported waivers of sovereign immunity 
and tribal-court jurisdiction in the settlement agreement are invalid 
because they were not supported by a resolution of the Tribe's board 
of directors as required under § 44.105 and § 44.109 of the Tribe's 
code.  We note that the United States Supreme Court has not 
addressed this issue and has not required anything other than clear, 
unequivocal language for a valid waiver.  [Bates, 290 Mich App at 
59; internal citations omitted.] 

 
 Thus C & L Enterprises is not reliable for determining whether the waiver was properly 

authorized by tribal law because such analysis was not made there—rather Memphis Biofuels is 

the more appropriate case under the circumstances here.  Bates has limited applicability for the 

same reasons.  

In Bates, “[t]he Tribe asserted in trial court that it had waived its sovereign immunity and 

tribal-court jurisdiction with respect to the sale agreement and option agreement.” Bates 290 

Mich App at 63.  More importantly, the Court of Appeals held that “the Tribe waived any 
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argument that [the agreements] were invalid because they were not supported by a tribal 

resolution.”  Bates 290 Mich App at 64.  The Bates decision hinged on the Court of Appeals 

finding that “[t]he settlement agreement itself contained waivers of sovereign immunity and 

tribal-court jurisdiction and incorporated by reference the clear and unequivocal waivers set forth 

in the sale agreement, which the Tribe conceded was supported by a valid resolution.”  Bates, 

290 Mich App at 63-63.   

C & L Enterprises and Bates are contract interpretation cases and do not purport to 

address the interpretation of tribal laws controlling waivers of tribal sovereign immunity.  The 

Casino brought its Motion based solely on the absence of a lawful waiver.  In relying on C&L 

Enterprises and Bates, the Court of Appeals erred when it looked to the language of the 

agreement instead of first looking to the Tribe’s Ordinance.  Slip op, pp p 5-6.  Judge Gleicher 

was correct to rely on Memphis Biofuels.  Slip op, p 2 (dissent). 

By misusing C & L Enterprises and Bates, the Court of Appeals has created a dangerous 

standard for Michigan Tribes.  The panel majority would have the ends justify the means—

contract language equals an authorization of a waiver according to tribal law.  AILS takes no 

position as to whether the language in the agreement at issue may constitute a valid waiver so 

long as it was authorized according to Tribal law, nor does AILS disagree that a party’s conduct 

may serve to ratify an agreement after a lawful waiver has been granted.  AILS seeks to protect 

tribal sovereignty by ensuring tribal law is respected by Michigan courts.   

Simply, unless a waiver is authorized by tribal law, the language in any agreement is 

irrelevant and the parties’ conduct is inconsequential.  The Court of Appeals would allow a 

litigant to completely bypass sovereign law and raise claims against Michigan Tribes in 

Michigan courts based solely on performance or apparent authority.  The panel majority’s 
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decision ignores hundreds of years of case law controlling waivers of immunity and is an affront 

to the very principles underlying the sovereignty of all governments, particularly those of 

Michigan Tribes.   

AILS urges this Court to find that Michigan courts cannot overlook tribal law when 

reviewing whether a waiver is express and unequivocal and respectfully requests that this Court 

reverse the Court of Appeals decision. 

  E. Ratification cannot displace the requirement for an express and  
   unequivocal waiver of sovereign immunity authorized by tribal law. 

 
The Court of Appeals erred when it considered whether the conduct of the parties could 

ratify both the agreement and create an unlawful waiver, and found that, based on the parties’ 

conduct, the Casino “became bound by the agreement and the waiver of tribal sovereign 

immunity.”  Slip op, p 10.  The Court of Appeals’ “holding cannot be reconciled with the 

fundamental principle underlying sovereign immunity; a waiver of sovereign immunity cannot 

be implied but must be unequivocally expressed.”  Slip op, p 1 (dissent); relying on US v 

Mitchell, 445 US 535, 538; 100 S Ct 1349; 63 L Ed 2d 42 (1980).  

The panel majority relied on the Casino’s employee execution of the agreement and the 

Casino’s conduct to erroneously conclude that the Casino had ratified the agreement:   

CCR effectively ratified the agreement on the basis of its conduct 
over the years in accepting the benefits of the agreement, paying 
plaintiff for its fees, and regularly interacting with plaintiff with 
respect to carrying out the agreement. The communications and 
financial dealings between the parties’ personnel and employees 
reflected that CCR had full knowledge of the facts and agreement. 
The documentary evidence established, absent a genuine issue of 
material fact, deliberate and repeated acts of the principal, CCR or 
the Tribe, that were consistent with an intention to adopt the 
agreement, or inconsistent with a contrary intention, sufficing to 
show ratification of the agreement. Accordingly, CCR became 
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bound by the agreement and the waiver of tribal sovereign 
immunity. . . .  [Slip op, pp 9-10.] 

 
Generally, a government cannot be estopped from enforcing its laws due to the conduct 

of an unauthorized agent.  In Heckler v Community Health Services, 467 US 51, 104 S Ct 2218; 

81 L Ed 2d 42 (1985), the United States Supreme Court stated the policy behind this principle: 

When the government is unable to enforce the law because the 
conduct of its agents has given rise to an estoppel, the interest of the 
citizenry as a whole in obedience to the rule of law is undermined.  
It is for this reason that it is well settled that the government may 
not be estopped on the same terms as any other litigant.  [Id. at 60.] 

 
Heckler makes clear that when dealing with a sovereign government, e.g., an Indian tribe 

or tribal instrumentality, a party must do its due diligence to ensure that any legal processes 

established by the government are followed accurately.  Under Heckler, the Court of Appeals 

cannot rely on the Casino employee’s conduct to impute a waiver of sovereign immunity when 

the Tribal law controls.  Judge Gleicher correctly relied upon Memphis Biofuels, which advances 

the concept in Heckler in the tribal context:  

Courts have held that unauthorized acts of tribal officials are 
insufficient to waive tribal-sovereign immunity.  See Native Am 
Distrib v Seneca–Cayuga Tobacco Co, 546 F3d 1288, 1295 (CA 10 
2008) (holding that tribal entity was not equitably estopped from 
asserting immunity because “misrepresentations of the Tribe's 
officials or employees cannot affect its immunity from suit”); 
Sanderlin v Seminole Tribe of Fla, 243 F3d 1282, 1288 (CA 11 2001) 
(rejecting argument that tribal representative had actual or apparent 
authority to waive immunity because “[s]uch a finding would be 
directly contrary to the explicit provisions of the Tribal Constitution”); 
World Touch Gaming, Inc v Massena Mgmt, LLC, 117 FSupp2d 271, 
276 (NDNY 2000) (holding that a senior vice president's signature to 
an agreement with an express waiver of sovereign immunity provision 
did not waive sovereign immunity because that right was reserved 
exclusively to the tribal council); Danka Funding Co v Sky City 
Casino, 329 NJSuper. 357, 747 A2d 837, 841–42, 844 (1999) (holding 
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that a controller's signature on a contract containing a forum selection 
clause was insufficient to waive sovereign immunity, in part, because 
the right to waive immunity was reserved to the tribal council); but 
see Rush Creek Solutions, Inc v Ute Mountain Ute Tribe, 107 P3d 402, 
407–08 (Colo Ct App 2004) (holding that a tribe's agent who has 
apparent authority may waive immunity without board approval).  
Memphis Biofuels, 585 F3d at 922; see Slip op, p 2 (dissent).] 

 
The panel majority’s reliance on the conduct of the Casino’s employee and the common-

law concept of ratification was a detrimental error.  AILS respectfully request the Court reverse 

the Court of Appeals’ decision. 

 II. The Court of Appeals’ decision will disrupt ongoing contractual and   
  intergovernmental relationships with Tribes. 

 
  A. Diminishing tribal sovereignity by disregarding tribal law controlling   
   waivers of sovereign immunity runs contrary to stated federal and  
   state policy. 

 
By allowing waivers that are not authorized by tribal law, the Court of Appeals 

contravenes both federal and Michigan policy to respect and cooperate with tribes.  The 

dissenting opinion explained that weakening the expectation for an express and unequivocal 

waiver of sovereign immunity pursuant to tribal law would have dire effects on business with 

and by tribes: 

Indian tribes long have structured their many commercial dealings 
upon the justified expectation that absent an express waiver their 
sovereign immunity stood fast.  Relaxation of the settled standard 
invites challenge to virtually every activity undertaken by a tribe on 
the basis that the tribal immunity had been implicitly waived.  [Slip 
op, p 3 (dissent), quoting American Indian Agricultural Credit 
Consortium, Inc v Standing Rock Sioux Tribe, 780 F2d 1374, 1378 
(CA 8, 1985). 

    
If the Court of Appeals is not reversed, it will directly oppose federal and state efforts to 

promote tribal sovereignty.  For example, on June 26, 2013, President Obama signed an 
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Executive Order establishing a “national policy to ensure that the federal government engages in 

a true and lasting government-to-government relationship” with Indian tribal governments.  Exec 

Order No 13647, 3 CFR 13647 (2013).  In that Executive Order, President Obama specifically 

recognized the necessity of “the ability of tribal governments to determine how to build and 

sustain their own communities” in order to continue to develop “successful and prospering 

communities.”  Id.  The following year, this federal policy was emphasized by Justice 

Sotomayor: “A key goal of the Federal Government is to render Tribes more self-sufficient, and 

better positioned to fund their own sovereign functions, rather than relying on federal funding.”  

Bay Mills, 132 S Ct 2024 at 2043 (Sotomayor, J., concurring).   

Moreover, on October 28, 2002, Michigan Governor John Engler joined representatives 

from each Michigan Tribe to sign the 2002 Government-to-Government Accord (“2002 

Accord”) confirming the shared goal of promoting tribal sovereignty: 

The state of Michigan acknowledges that: (1) Each federally 
recognized Indian tribe in the state of Michigan is a unique and 
independent government, with different management and decision-
making structures, which exercises inherent sovereign authority; (2) 
Each tribal government has a responsibility to provide for and 
protect the health, safety and welfare of all of its tribal members; …. 
[2002 Government-to-Government Accord between the State of 
Michigan and the Federally Recognized Indian Tribes in the State 
of Michigan] 

 
 The 2002 Accord remains Michigan policy, and was reaffirmed recently by Governor 

Rick Snyder who signed Executive Directive No. 2012-2 (Aug 23, 2012): 

The state of Michigan acknowledges the sovereignty of federally-
recognized tribes.  These tribes possess authority to exercise 
jurisdiction over their land and citizens and possess the rights of 
self-governance and self-determination. [Mich Exec Directive No 
2012-2 (Aug 23, 2012).] 
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Snyder’s Executive Directive further affirmed that Michigan would work on a 

government-to-government basis with the tribes and “foster respect for their sovereign status.”  

Id.  “The state of Michigan is obligated by federal law to respect the sovereignty and rights of 

these tribes.”  Id.   

 Longstanding federal and Michigan policy promote a respectful relationship with tribes 

in order to further the promotion of self-governance and self-determination.  The Court of 

Appeals disregards tribal self-governance and self-determination and if not reversed, the effect 

would be the exact opposite of what the federal and state governments have promised to protect. 

  B. The Court of Appeals has created uncertainty for tribal businesses  
  that could have a detrimental impact on Michigan’s economy. 

 
“If Tribes are ever to become more self-sufficient, and fund a more substantial portion of 

their own governmental functions, commercial enterprises will likely be a central means of 

achieving that goal.”  Bay Mills, 132 S Ct 2024 at 2041 (2014) (Sotomayor, J., concurring).  

“And tribal business operations are critical to the goals of tribal self-sufficiency because such 

enterprises in some cases may be the only means by which a tribe can raise revenues.”  Id. at 

2043 (internal citations omitted).   

  Because of the tribal-state cooperation, Michigan Tribes have become more self-

sufficient largely in part because of their commercial enterprises.  Tribal business operations 

have become a driving force for Michigan’s economic ecosystem.  For many Michigan 

communities, tribes are the largest employer and the largest contributor to local municipal 

governments.  However, the Court of Appeals decision threatens the agreements that underlie the 

tribal commercial successes. 

The Court of Appeals’ decision threatens to undermine existing tribal business 

agreements by broadening tribal waivers of sovereign immunity without tribal consent.  By 
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allowing conduct to change the terms of tribal business agreements, instead of by bargained for 

terms, the panel majority places an overwhelming chilling effect on the partnerships between 

tribes, Michigan, and the private sector—which has been incredibly strong in recent years.  To be 

sure, Michigan’s economy has grown significantly in part, because of the large role Michigan 

Tribes play in Michigan’s economic revitalization:  

 Ten Michigan tribes have agreements with Michigan to collect and submit taxes from 
tobacco and fuel sales.  Each agreement contains a limited waiver of sovereign immunity 
to arbitrate disputes that arises under the agreement.1   
 

 Michigan Tribes have compacts with the State controlling gaming and revenue sharing 
of gaming proceeds with local governments.  The compacts contain limited waivers for 
dispute resolution.2  
 

 Through an agreement with the Michigan Economic Development Corporation, the 
Keweenaw Bay Indian Community is working to develop a stretch of land for a new 
pedestrian trail that is expected to be a major boost to the region’s economic 
development.3   
 

 Because of its compact with Michigan, the Nottawaseppi Huron Band of the Potawatomi 
casino reports that it has contributed $73.4 million to Michigan since 2009.  Since 

                                                 
1 See Tax Agreement Between the Bay Mills Indian Community and the State of Michigan, § 1(G)(1) (2002); Tax 
Agreement Between the Grand Traverse Band of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians and the State of Michigan, § 
1(G)(1) (2004); Tax Agreement Between the Hannahville Indian Community and the State of Michigan, § 1(G)(1) 
(2002); Tax Agreement Between the Little River Band of Ottawa Indians and the State of Michigan, § 1(G)(1) 
(2002); Tax Agreement Between the Little Traverse Bay Bands of Odawa Indians and the State of Michigan, § 
1(G)(1) (2002); Tax Agreement Between the Match-E-Be-Nash-She-Wish Band of Pottawatomi Indians and the 
State of Michigan, § 1(G)(1) (2008); Tax Agreement Between the Nottawaseppi Huron Band of Potawatomi and the 
State of Michigan, § 1(G)(1) (2002); Tax Agreement Between the Pokagon Band of Potawatomi Indians and the 
State of Michigan, § 1(G)(1) (2002); Tax Agreement Between the Saginaw-Chippewa Indian Community and the 
State of Michigan, § 1(G)(1) (2010); Tax Agreement Between the Sault Ste. Marie Tribe of Chippewa Indians and 
the State of Michigan, § 1(G)(1) (2002). 
2 Compact, Bay Mills Indian Community, August 20, 1993; Compact, Grand Traverse Band of Ottawa Indians, 
August 20, 1993; Compact, Hannahville Indian Community, August 20, 1993; Compact, Keweenaw Bay Indian 
Community, August 20, 1993 (as amended) ; Compact, Lac Vieux Desert Band of Lake Superior Chippewa Indians, 
August 20, 1993; Compact, Saginaw Chippewa Indian Tribe, August 20, 1993; Compact, Sault Ste. Marie Tribe of 
Chippewa Indians, August 20, 1993; Compact, Little Traverse Bay Bands of Odawa Indians, December 3, 1998; 
Compact, Nottawaseppi Huron Band of Potawatomi, December 3, 1998; Compact, Pokagon Band of Potawatomi, 
December 3, 1998 (as amended); Compact, Little River Band of Ottawa Indians, December 3, 1998; Compact, 
Match-E-Be-Nash-She-Wish Band of Pottawatomi Indians, May 9, 2007. 
3 See “Keweenaw Bay Indian Community Embraces Path to Connect UP Villages,” September 23, 2015, 
http://www.michiganbusiness.org/press-releases/keweenaw-bay-indian-community-embraces-path-to-connect-up-
villages/. 
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opening in 2009, as of December 2014, the casino employs over 1,800 people earning 
nearly $200 million wages and benefits.  The casino has “award[ed] contracts in excess 
of $30.1 million within the state of Michigan in 2014.”4   
 

 Because of its gaming compact, the Pokagon Band of Potawatomi “contributed $35 
million to the regional economy in 2012.”  Additionally, Pokagon has entered into 
agreement with over 1,332 local vendors spending more than $5 million.  Because of 
agreements with New Buffalo Hartford, Pokagon also contributed $5.6 million to the 
New Buffalo Local Revenue Sharing Board and $1 million to Hartford’s Local Revenue 
Sharing Board.     
 

 These examples are bargained for agreements that may or may not contain limited 

waivers.  The Court of Appeals’ decision makes the existence or absence of a waiver irrelevant if 

waivers can be imposed by trial courts.  The panel majority creates uncertainty in every one of 

these agreements and countless more because the it has unilaterally relaxed hundreds of years of 

legal precedent by ignoring Tribal law to create waivers of sovereign immunity where they did 

before not exist.  For tribes, tribal businesses and their business partners, the state and its 

municipalities, these agreements now become uncertain if conduct can equate to a material 

change to the terms of an agreement controlling liability and damages.  Every contract will be 

called into question regardless of whether it is supported by a lawful waiver of sovereign 

immunity and any waiver will no longer be limited by its agreed upon terms.   

This Court must not allow the Court of Appeals to look to a party’s conduct to impose a 

waiver upon a sovereign tribal government.  To do so would not only undermine “the interest of 

the citizenry as a whole in obedience to the rule of law,” Heckler, 467 US at 60, but would also 

undermine the interest of the citizenry as a whole in obedience to tribal laws and tribal 

governments as a group.   

                                                 
4 See http://www.firekeeperscasino.com/news/nhpb-to-distribute-204 -million-to-benefit-the-state-of-michigan-and-
local. 
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 III. Alternatively, if the Court finds that an authorized waiver of the Casino’s  
  sovereign immunity exists according to the Ordinance, then the Oakland  
  Court had no authority to hear the case. 
  
  A. Standard of Review 

 A challenge to the trial court's subject-matter jurisdiction may be raised at any time, even 

if for the first time on appeal. Smith v Smith, 218 Mich App 727, 729–730; 555 NW2d 271 

(1996).  Whether a trial court has subject-matter jurisdiction is a question of law that is reviewed 

de novo.  Clohset v No Name Corp (On Remand), 302 Mich App 550, 559; 840 NW2d 375 

(2013). 

  B. The Oakland Court did not have jurisdiction to hear Star Ticket’s  
   complaint. 
 
 Sovereign immunity is jurisdictional in nature and deprives the courts of subject-matter 

jurisdiction where applicable.  FDIC v Meyer, 510 US 471, 475; 114 S Ct 996; 127 L Ed 2d 42 

(1994).  “The existence of consent to be sued and a waiver of sovereign immunity [] is a 

prerequisite for the exercise of subject matter jurisdiction over claims ….”  Moher v US, 875 

FSupp2d 739, 753 (WDMI 2012) citing US v Mitchell, 463 US 206, 212; 103 S Ct 2961; 77 L Ed 

2d 580 (1983).  “If a tribe does waive sovereign immunity, the waiver is strictly construed and 

applied in accordance with any conditions or limitations on the waiver.”  Joseph K Lumsden 

Bahweting Public School Academy v Sault Ste Marie Tribe of Chippewa Indians, unpublished 

opinion per curiam of the Court of Appeals, issued October 26, 2004 (Docket No 252293), p *2; 

citing Missouri River Services, Inc v Omaha Tribe of Nebraska, 267 F3d 848, 852-53 (CA 8 

2001). 

 Here, if the Court finds there was a valid waiver authorized by Tribal law, the waiver is 

limited to only allow suits in Kent County, Michigan: 
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This Agreement shall be governed by, and construed in accordance 
with, the laws of the State of Michigan.  Each party agrees that this 
Agreement, and each of its terms and provisions, may be enforced 
against any party hereto in any court of competent jurisdiction 
within the County of Kent, State of Michigan, and each party hereto 
fully consents to and submits to the personal jurisdiction of the State 
of Michigan for that purpose.  [See Maj p 1 fn 2, p 4.] 
 

 In direct violation of what Star Tickets claims is an effective contract provision, Star 

Ticket sued in the Oakland Court instead of in Kent County.  Any subject-matter jurisdiction a 

state court may have to hear this matter is solely based on the alleged limited waiver of sovereign 

immunity, and that alleged waiver was limited to suits brought in Kent County.  Therefore, 

Oakland Court did not have subject-matter jurisdiction over the case. 

If this Court finds a lawful waiver exists, it must require that the trial courts adhere to the 

limitation within the waiver and only allow suit in Kent County.  To allow this matter to proceed 

in Oakland County would be in direct contravention of the sovereignty of the Tribe.  More 

importantly, allowing suit in Oakland County would set precedent that a tribe’s express 

limitations restricting the location of where a tribe has agreed to be sued can be ignored by 

litigants and state courts.   AILS respectfully requests that if this Court finds the Tribe lawfully 

waived the Casino’s sovereign immunity, that this Court vacate and dismiss the Oakland Court 

proceedings for lack of subject-matter jurisdiction. 

 IV. The Casino correctly relied upon MCR 2.116(C)(7) and was entitled to an  
  appeal by right. 
  
  A.  Standard of Review 
 
 This Court reviews the grant or denial of summary disposition de novo to determine if the 

moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law.  Maiden v Rozwood, 461 Mich 109, 118; 

597 NW2d 817, 822 (1999). 
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  B. A tribe seeking summary disposition based on immunity granted by  
   law may rely upon MCR 2.116(C)(7) and MCR 7.202(6)(a)(v). 
 
 Before the Oakland Court, the Casino brought its motion pursuant to MCR 2.116(C)(7), 

which allows for summary disposition based on claims of “immunity granted by law.”  And the 

Casino appealed the trial court’s “order denying governmental immunity to a governmental 

party” by right, relying on MCR 7.202(a)(v).  

 In a footnote, the Court of Appeals examined the historical context of sovereignty and 

sovereign immunity and reasoned that “[t]he purpose behind MCR 7.202(6)(a)(v) would seem to 

be equally applicable to a denial of summary disposition to an Indian tribe claiming sovereign 

immunity, and any attempt to create or recognize a distinction might run afoul of constitutional 

protections and federal law.”   Slip op, p 4-5 fn 7.    But “[w]hile posing an intriguing question,” 

the Court of Appeals declined “to determine whether an order denying summary disposition on 

the basis of tribal sovereign immunity constitutes ‘an order denying governmental immunity to a 

governmental party,’ MCR 7.202(6)(a)(v), for purposes of being defined as a ‘final order’ that 

would trigger an appeal of right under MCR 7.203(A)(1).”  Id.   

 The Court of Appeals erred by not acknowledging  the Casino’s appeal by right under 

MCR 7.202(6)(a)(v) based on the Oakland Court’s denial of its motion for summary disposition 

based on immunity granted by law. 

 “The purpose of summary disposition is to avoid extensive discovery and an evidentiary 

hearing when a case can be quickly resolved on an issue of law.”  Herman v City of Detroit, 261 
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Mich App 141, 143-44; 680 NW2d 71, 74 (2004); quoting Shepherd Montessori Center Milan v 

Ann Arbor Twp, 259 Mich App. 315, 324, 675 NW2d 271 (2003).  “MCR 2.116(C)(7) tests 

whether a claim is barred because of immunity granted by law, and requires consideration of all 

documentary evidence filed or submitted by the parties.”  Herman, 261 Mich App at 143-44; 

quoting Glancy v City of Roseville, 457 Mich 580, 583, 577 NW2d 897 (1998).  

 The rules of statutory interpretation apply to the interpretation of court rules.  Reed v 

Breton, 279 Mich App 239, 242; 756 NW2d 89 (2008).  The goal of court rule interpretation is to 

give effect to the intent of the drafter, the Michigan Supreme Court.  Fleet Business Credit, LLC 

v Krapohl Ford Lincoln Mercury Co, 274 Mich App 584, 591; 735 NW2d 644 (2007).  Courts 

must give language that is clear and unambiguous its plain meaning and enforce it as written.  Id.  

Each word, unless defined, is to be given its plain and ordinary meaning, and courts may consult 

a dictionary to determine that meaning.  TMW Enterprises, Inc v Dep't of Treasury, 285 Mich 

App 167, 172; 775 NW2d 342 (2009).  Also, when considering the rules of statutory 

interpretation, which apply to interpretation of court rules, supra, “[N]othing may be read into a 

statute that is not within the manifest intent of the Legislature as derived from the act itself.” 

Mich Ed Ass'n v Secretary of State (On Rehearing), 489 Mich 194, 218, 801 NW2d 35 (2011).   

 While it is understood that the federal government and other states do not face suit in 

Michigan courts (barring rare exceptions), Michigan Tribes may.  MCR 2.117(C)(7) speaks 

broadly to “immunity granted by law,” which encompasses immunity granted by tribal law.  
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Nothing in Michigan’s court rules exclude a tribe from seeking summary disposition under the 

rule.  On behalf of Michigan Tribes, AILS respectfully requests that for the benefit to Michigan’s 

courts, Michigan Tribes, and Michigan’s litigants, the Court confirm the applicability of MCR 

2.116(C)(7) and MCR 7.202(6)(a)(v) to tribes’ motions for summary disposition arising from 

claims of sovereign immunity granted by law. 
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CONCLUSION AND RELIEF REQEUSTED 
 

Without a lawful waiver of sovereign immunity, contract language and parties’ conduct is 

irrelevant.  The Oakland Court and Court of Appeals failed to recognize that unless Congress 

abrogates tribal immunity or a tribe, in accordance with its own laws, authorizes an express and 

unequivocal waiver of sovereign immunity, Michigan courts do not have jurisdiction over tribes 

or tribal instrumentalities.   

AILS urges this Court to find that Michigan courts cannot overlook tribal law when 

reviewing whether a waiver is both “lawful” and “express and unequivocal” and respectfully 

requests that this Court reverse the Court of Appeals decision.  AILS respectfully requests that 

for the benefit to Michigan’s courts, Michigan Tribes, and Michigan’s litigants, the Court 

confirm the applicability of  MCR 2.116(C)(7) and MCR 7.202(6)(a)(v) to tribes’ motions for 

summary disposition arising from claims of sovereign immunity granted by law. Finally, if this 

Court finds the Tribe lawfully waived the Casino’s sovereign immunity, AILS asks this Court to 

vacate and dismiss the Oakland Court proceedings to honor the limitations contained within the 

agreement limiting suit to actions filed in Kent County.  

Dated: January 20, 2016    /s/ Karrie S. Wichtman             
Karrie S. Wichtman (P73817) 

       Rosette, LLP   
On behalf of AILS Amicus Curiae as 
Councilmember 
25344 Red Arrow Highway 

       Mattawan, MI 49071 
       Telephone: (269) 283-5005 
       Fax: (517) 913-6443 
       kwichtman@rosettelaw.com 
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2002 Government-to-Government Accord 
:: between the State of Michigan and the 

Federally Recognized Indian Tribes in the State of Michigan 

I. PREAMBLE 

This accord, dated October 28, 2002, is executed between the federally recognized 
Indian tribes of Michigan signatory to this accord and the state of Michigan, 
through its governor, in order to better achieve mutual goals through an improved 
relationship between their sovereign governments. This accord provides a 
framework for a government-to-government relationship that recognizes that the 
parties to this accord share a responsibility to provide for and protect the health, 
safety and welfare of their common citizens. This accord builds upon and 
complements Governor John Engler's Executive Directive 2001-2, "Policy Statement 
on State-Tribal Affairs," a copy of which is attached and incorporated herein. 

II. PARTIES 

There are twelve federally recognized Indian tribes in the state ofMichigan. Each 
sovereign tribe has an independent relationship with each other and the state. This 
accord provides the framework for that relationship between the state of Michigan, 
through its governor, and the signatory tribes. 

III. GUIDING PRINCIPLES 

The parties respect the sovereignty of each other party. The respective sovereignty 
of the state and each federally recognized tribe provide paramount authority for 
that party to exist and to govern. 

The state of Michigan acknowledges that: 

(1) Each federally recognized Indian tribe in the state of Michigan is a unique 
and independent government, with different management and decision-making 
structures, which exercises inherent sovereign authority; 

(2) Each tribal government has a responsibility to provide for and protect the 
health, safety and welfare of all of its tribal members; 

(3) Actions undertaken by the state of Michigan in relation to the tribes must be 
implemented in an informed and sensitive manner, respectful of tribal sovereignty 
and the traditional and cultural values, beliefs and principles of tribal members and 
governments; and 



(4) The development of strong, reliable government-to-government relationships 
between the state of Michigan and the tribes will be beneficial to all of the citizens 
of Michigan. 

The tribes acknowledge that: 

(1) The state of Michigan operates under authority granted by the United States 
Constitution and by the people of Michigan through the Michigan Constitution of 
1963, and state laws and regulations; 

(2) The state of Michigan is divided into three independent branches of 
government: executive, judicial, and legislative. Under the Michigan Constitution 
of 1963, the executive power is vested in the governor; 

(3) The state of Michigan has a responsibility to provide for and protect the 
health, safety and welfare of all of the citizens of Michigan; 

(4) Actions undertaken by the tribes that affect or may affect Michigan citizens 
who are not tribal members must be implemented in an informed and sensitive 
manner, respectful of individual rights; and 

(5) The development of strong, reliable government-to-government relationships 
between the tribes and the state of Michigan will be beneficial to all of the citizens 
of Michigan. 

IV. PURPOSES AND OBJECTIVES 

This accord illustrates the commitment by the parties to implementation of the 
government-to-government relationship, a relationship reaffirmed as state policy on 
May 22, 2001, by Governor John Engler's Executive Directive 2001-2, "Policy 
Statement on State-Tribal Affairs." This relationship respects the sovereign status 
of the parties, enhances and improves communications between them, and 
facilitates the resolution of issues. 

This accord commits the parties to the initial tasks that will translate the 
government-to-government relationship into more efficient, improved and beneficial 
services to Indian and non-Indian people. This accord encourages and provides the 
foundation and framework for specific agreements among the parties outlining 
specific tasks to address or resolve specific issues. 

The parties recognize that implementation of this accord will require a 
comprehensive educational effort to promote understanding of the government-to
government relationship within their own governmental organizations and with the 
public. 



V. IMPLEI\JENTATION PROCESS AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

Consultation and Consideration of the Interests of Other Governments 

As set forth below, each tribe and the state shall develop an effective process to 
permit representatives of the other to provide meaningful and timely input on 
matters that significantly or uniquely affect the interests of that government. 

For purposes of this accord, "consultation" is defined as a process of government-to
government dialogue between the state and the tribes regarding actions or proposed 
actions that significantly affect or may significantly affect the governmental 
interests of the other. Consultation includes (1) timely notification of the action or 
proposed action, (2) informing the other government of the potential impact of the 
action or proposed action on the interests of that government, (3) the opportunity 
for the other government to provide input and recommendations on proposed 
actions to the governmental officials responsible for the final decision, and (4) the 
right to be advised ofthe rejections (and basis for any such rejections) of 
recommendations on proposed actions by the governmental officials responsible for 
the final decision. 

For purposes of this accord, "state action significantly affecting tribal interests" is 
defined as regulations or legislation proposed by executive departments, and other 
policy statements or actions of executive departments, that have or may have 
substantial direct effects on one or more tribes, on the relationship between the 
state and tribes, or on the distribution of power and responsibilities between the 
state and tribes. State action includes the development of state policies under 
which the tribe must take voluntary action to trigger application of the policy. 

For purposes of this accord, "tribal action significantly affecting state interests" is 
defined as regulations or legislation proposed by a tribal government, and other 
policy statements or actions of tribal governments; that have or may have 
substantial direct effects on the state, on the relationship between the state and 
tribes, or on the distribution of power and responsibilities between the state and 
tribes. 

The state, within its executive departments, will develop and engage in an effective 
process for consultation with the tribes concerning state action significantly 
affecting tribal interests. The Executive Office of the Governor will also make 
leadership within the Michigan Legislature aware of this accord and encourage the 
legislature to consider tribal interests by forming standing committees on Tribal 
Affairs. 



Each tribe will develop and engage in an effective process for consultation with the 
state concerning tribal action significantly affecting state interests. 

State-Tribal Forum and Task Forces 

The state and the tribes shall establish a State-Tribal Forum consisting of tribal 
government political leaders and their designees and the Governor's Policy Advisor 
on State-Tribal Affairs and appropriate officials from other executive departments 
of state government. The members of the forum will be charged with monitoring 
the implementation of this accord and organizing the annual meeting described 
below. 

The parties can also form Tribal Leaders Task Forces on matters that impact tribes 
across the state on issue-specific matters such as education, natural resources or 
health care or any other issues of common concern. In each instance, the 
desirability of a Task Force and the composition of the Task Force shall be 
determined jointly by the state and the tribes. Each Task Force may develop its 
own reporting schedule and protocols and procedures. 

Annual Meeting 

While this accord addresses the relationship between the parties, its ultimate 
purpose is to improve the services delivered to people by the parties. The parties 
shall meet on at least an annual basis to establish goals for improved services and 
identify the obstacles to the achievement of those goals. At the annual meeting, the 
parties will develop joint strategies and specific agreements to outline tasks, 
overcome obstacles and achieve specific goals. 

As a component of the system of accountability within the state and tribal 
government, the parties will also review and evaluate at the annual meeting the 
implementation of the government-to-government relationship. A management 
report summarizing this evaluation will be drafted by authors selected by both the 
tribes and the state. The report will include mutually acceptable strategies and 
agreements to outline tasks, overcome obstacles, and achieve specific goals. 

Accountability and Identification of Key Contacts 

The parties recognize that a key principle of their relationship is a requirement that 
individuals working to resolve issues of mutual concern are accountable to act in a 
manner consistent with this accord. 

The Governor's Advisor on State-Tribal Affairs is accountable to the governor for 
implementation of the accord. Tribal coordinators within the executive 
departments are accountable to the governor through the director of their 



departments and the Governor's Advisor on State-Tribal Affairs for the related 
activities of thei_r departments. Each department will be responsible for compliance 
with Executive Directive 2001-2 and this accord and will establish protocols and 
procedures to implement this accord. As set forth above, these protocols a:r:td 
procedures should ensure effective consultation on matters that significantly affect 
tribal interests. 

The parties recognize that their relationship will successfully address issues of 
mutual concern when communication is clear, direct and between persons 
responsible for addressing the concern. The parties recognize that in state 
government, accountability is best achieved when this responsibility rests solely 
within each state department. Therefore, it is the objective of the state that each 
particular agency be directly accountable for implementation of the government-to
government relationship in dealing with issues of concern to the parties. Each 
department will facilitate this objective by identifying individuals directly 
responsible for issues of mutual concern. 

Each tribe also recognizes that a system of accountability within its organization is 
critical to successful implementation of the relationship. Therefore, tribal officials 
will direct their staff to communicate within the spirit of this accord with the 
particular department which, under the organization of state government, has the 
authority and responsibility to deal with the particular issue of concern to the tribe. 

In order to accomplish these objectives, each tribe will ensure that its current tribal 
organization, methods of decision-making and relevant tribal personnel are known 
to the state and each state department with which the tribe is addressing an issue 
of mutual concern. Further, each tribe may establish a more detailed 
organizational structure, decision-making process, system of accountability, and 
other procedures for implementing the government-to-government relationship. 

VI. SOVEREIGNTY AND DISCLAIMERS 

This accord is intended to build confidence among the parties in the government-to
government relationships by outlining a process for its implementation. It is also 
intended to solidify such relationships within the respective governmental 
structures of the parties. As stated above, the parties will strive to reinforce the 
government-to-government relationships through consultation and agreement on 
matters of mutual concern. This accord does not, in itself, address substantive 
Issues. 

Each of the parties to this accord respects the sovereignty of each other party. In 
executing this accord, no party waives any rights (including treaty rights), 
immunities (including sovereign immunities), or jurisdiction. Neither does this 
accord diminish any rights or protections afforded other Indian persons or entities 



under state or federal law. Through this accord, the parties strengthen their 
collective ability: to successfully resolve issues of mutual concern. 

vVhile the relationship described by this accord provides increased ability t_o solve 
problems, it likely will not result in a resolution of all issues. Therefore, inherent in 
their relationship is the right of each of the parties to elevate an issue of importance 
to any decision-making authority of another party, including, where appropriate, 
that party's executive office. 

Representatives of the signatory parties have executed this accord on the date of 
October 28, 2002, and upon its taking effect agree to be duly bound by its 
commitments. This accord is effective as between the state of Michigan and each 
individual signatory tribe at such time as the accord is approved pursuant to the 
applicable ratification process of that tribe. Upon tribal approval, each tribe shall 
send notice of approval to the Office of the Governor for filing with the Office of the 
Secretary of State of Michigan. This accord continues in effect unless modified by 
mutual agreement or terminated by any party. In the event that one or more tribal 
signatories, but less than all tribal signatories, terminates their participation in the 
accord, the accord shall continue in effect between the state and remaining tribal 
signatories. 



2002 Government-to-Government Accord 
_ between the State of Michigan and the 

Federally Recognized Indian Tribes in the State of Michigan 
Lansing, Michigan, October 28, 2002 

Desert Band of Lake 
Superior Chippewa Indians 

Little Traverse Bay Bands o 
Odawa Indians 

ottawaseppi Huron Ban 
Potawatomi 

Saginaw Chippewa Indian Tribe of 
Michigan 

Grand Traverse Ban of Ottawa and 
Chippewa Indians 

Little River Band of Ottawa Indians 

Pottawatomi Indians 

~~~' 
Sault Ste. Marie Tribe of Chippewa 
Indians 



GiYen under my hand and the Great 
Seal of the state of Michigan this 
~-day of December, in the Year 
of Our Lord, Two Thousand Two. 

BY THE GOVERNOR: 

&&ud1ll~ 
SECRETARY OF STATE 
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Court of Appeals of Michigan.

JOSEPH K. LUMSDEN BAHWETING PUBLIC
SCHOOL ACADEMY, Plaintiff-Appellant,

v.
SAULT STE MARIE TRIBE OF CHIPPEWA

INDIANS, Defendant-Appellee.

No. 252293.
|

Oct. 26, 2004.

Before: MURPHY, P.J., and SAWYER and MARKEY, JJ.

[UNPUBLISHED]

PER CURIAM.

*1  Plaintiff appeals as of right an order granting summary
disposition in favor of defendant and an order denying
plaintiff's motion for a temporary restraining order/permanent
injunction. The circuit court ruled that it lacked jurisdiction
and that defendant was protected by sovereign immunity.
Plaintiff is a Michigan charter school located on land owned
by defendant and leased to plaintiff. The case arose from
a dispute over an amendment to the lease covering the
school building and the disposal of certain school property,
specifically a classroom modular unit. We affirm.

In 1996, defendant allegedly gifted a modular classroom unit
to plaintiff, who refurbished it and used it for school purposes
until 2002. In December 2000, the parties entered into a
lease agreement for the tribal property on which the school
was located. This lease provided that “the laws of the Sault
Ste. Marie Tribe of Chippewa Indians” would govern. In
March 2001, the parties amended the lease to extend the term
and provide for the prepayment of rent. During negotiations
for the amendment, plaintiff proposed that defendant waive
sovereign immunity and agree to resolve any disputes over
the lease in Michigan courts. Plaintiff allegedly executed the

amendment in the belief that it included those provisions. The
amendment provides:

This Agreement shall be interpreted
in accordance with the laws of the
State of Michigan. Lessor and Lessee
agree to resolve any and all claims
arising from this Agreement, subject
to the limitations contained below, in
Sault Ste. Marie Tribal Court. Lessor
and Lessee each hereby consent to
the personal jurisdiction of the Sault
Ste. Marie Chippewa Tribal Court.
Lessor, through resolution number
2001-44, has issued a limited waiver of
sovereign immunity regarding claims
arising under this Agreement, subject
to those restrictions enumerated in said
resolution, which is attached and fully
incorporated herein.

Section 3.1 of Resolution 2001-44 provides in pertinent part:

The Tribe hereby expressly waives its sovereign immunity
from suit should an action be commenced by the School
Board on the Agreement subject to the following. This
waiver:

3. shall extend only to a suit to enforce the obligations

under Article Two, Section 3(b) of the Agreement[;] 1

5. shall be enforceable only in the Sault Ste. Marie
Chippewa Tribal Court;

6. the Agreement shall be construed in accordance
with and governed by the internal law of the State of
Michigan....

The language of these two documents precluded any suit in
the circuit court. Defendant essentially waived its sovereign
immunity only to the extent of suits filed in tribal court and
then only on a limited issue.

Throughout 2002 and 2003, defendant submitted account
statements to plaintiff concerning the prepaid rent. Plaintiff
alleged that these statements included additional charges
representing funds defendant misappropriated. By early 2003,
the classroom unit had fallen into unsafe disrepair, and
defendant allegedly pronounced the unit worthless after an
inspection. Plaintiff arranged to have the unit disposed of,

http://www.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=h&pubNum=176284&cite=0155531801&originatingDoc=I34014b45fe0211d9b386b232635db992&refType=RQ&originationContext=document&vr=3.0&rs=cblt1.0&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Default)
http://www.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=h&pubNum=176284&cite=0180104101&originatingDoc=I34014b45fe0211d9b386b232635db992&refType=RQ&originationContext=document&vr=3.0&rs=cblt1.0&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Default)
http://www.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=h&pubNum=176284&cite=0102377501&originatingDoc=I34014b45fe0211d9b386b232635db992&refType=RQ&originationContext=document&vr=3.0&rs=cblt1.0&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Default)
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whereupon a tribe member complained to the tribe that
plaintiff's administrator, Nancie Hatch, had disposed of tribal
property without permission. Thereafter, the tribal police
department began a criminal investigation of Hatch.

*2  On September 9, 2003, plaintiff filed a complaint seeking
to enjoin defendant from further investigating Hatch, to quiet
title to the classroom unit, to obtain an accounting of the
prepaid rent monies, and to reform the lease to conform to the
parties' alleged agreement. The circuit court concluded that it
did not have jurisdiction because defendant was protected by
sovereign immunity. The court also held that because Hatch
was not a party to the suit, and because the investigation
was a tribal investigation of a tribe member over a tribal
matter, the circuit court did not have jurisdiction to enjoin the
investigation.

“This Court reviews a summary disposition determination
de novo as a question of law.” Huron Potawatomi, Inc v.
Stinger, 227 Mich.App 127, 130; 574 NW2d 706 (1997).
MCR 2.116(C)(7) tests, in part, whether a claim is barred
on the basis of immunity and requires consideration of all
documentary evidence filed or submitted by the parties.
Maskery v Univ of Michigan Bd of Regents, 468 Mich. 609,
613; 664 NW2d 165 (2003).

Plaintiff first argues that the evidence shows that defendant
waived sovereign immunity during negotiations over the
lease amendment. However, the only evidence of defendant's
alleged waiver was a fax from plaintiff's counsel to
defendant's counsel containing plaintiff's proposed changes
to the amendment, which included a waiver of immunity with
jurisdiction in Michigan courts and a choice-of-law provision
in favor of Michigan law. In contrast, defendant attached
two faxes from defendant's counsel to plaintiff's counsel
rejecting those proposals. Defendant also noted that two
members of plaintiff's school board were also members of the
Tribal Board of Directors, the entity that approved the limited
waiver. Therefore, defendant argues, the school board was
aware of the limitation on the waiver when the school board
executed the amendment. Finally, defendant pointed out that
section 44.105 of the Tribal Code unambiguously requires a
Tribal Board resolution to waive sovereign immunity.

“Indian tribes have long been recognized as possessing the
common-law immunity from suit traditionally enjoyed by
sovereign powers.” Santa Clara Pueblo v. Martinez, 436
U.S. 49, 58; 98 S Ct 1670; 56 L.Ed.2d 106 (1978). “As
a matter of federal law, an Indian tribe is subject to suit

only where Congress has authorized the suit or the tribe
has waived its immunity.” Kiowa Tribe of Oklahoma v
Manufacturing Technologies, Inc, 523 U.S. 751, 754; 118
S Ct 1700; 140 L.Ed.2d 981 (1998). Accordingly, in the
absence of a waiver or congressional abrogation, defendant
is immune from suit. Huron Potawatomi, supra at 131. Suits
against Indian tribes are barred by sovereign immunity unless
there exists a clear and unequivocally expressed waiver of
immunity. Oklahoma Tax Comm v Citizen Band Potawatomi
Indian Tribe of Oklahoma, 498 U.S. 505, 509; 111 S Ct 905;
112 L.Ed.2d 1112 (1991); Santa Clara, supra at 58-59; Huron
Potawatomi, supra at 130-131. If a tribe does waive sovereign
immunity, the waiver is strictly construed and applied in
accordance with any conditions or limitations on the waiver.
Missouri River Services, Inc v. Omaha Tribe of Nebraska,
267 F3d 848, 852-853 (CA 8, 2001). Importantly, the United
States Supreme Court in Kiowa, supra at 760, stated:

*3  Tribes enjoy immunity from suits
on contracts, whether those contracts
involve governmental or commercial
activities and whether they were made
on or off a reservation. Congress has
not abrogated this immunity, nor has
petitioner waived it, so the immunity
governs this case. [Emphasis added.]

Here, the amended lease provides a limited waiver for
certain suits heard in tribal court. The documentary evidence
presented by the parties fails to show an unequivocal
and express waiver beyond the boundaries of the limited
waiver. Indeed, plaintiff's allegations are unsupported by its
documentary evidence and are contradicted by defendant's
evidence. Moreover, the tribal code does not permit a waiver
of sovereign immunity except by board resolution. Therefore,
the limited waiver in the amendment and incorporated
resolution is the only existing waiver, there is no basis to
reform the contract, and the parties are required to abide by
the terms of the contract and limited waiver.

Plaintiff argues that defendant fraudulently induced plaintiff
to sign the lease amendment by untruthfully stating that
the tribe had agreed to the changes proposed by plaintiff
and incorporated them into the amendment. “Fraud in the
inducement occurs where a party materially misrepresents
future conduct under circumstances in which the assertions
may reasonably be expected to be relied upon and are relied
upon.” Samuel D Begola Services, Inc v Wild Bros, 210
Mich.App 636, 639; 534 NW2d 217 (1995). We find no
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actionable fraud because of a lack of reasonable reliance and
a failure to present sufficient documentary evidence to give
rise to a genuine issue of material fact regarding whether
fraud was committed. The amendment and incorporated
resolution are clear and unambiguous to any reader, and
the language would certainly be observable to anyone
preparing to execute the amendment. Presuming plaintiff
could prove that defendant committed fraud, the remedy
would be rescission of the fraudulently obtained contract. Id.
at 640 (renders the contract voidable). If the amendment were
rescinded, plaintiff would then be left with the original lease.
Because the original lease contains no waiver of sovereign
immunity, summary disposition would be proper under these
circumstances as well.

Plaintiff also argues that, because plaintiff is a Michigan
charter school and therefore a political subdivision of the
state, it cannot be subject to the jurisdiction of defendant's
tribal court. The question of whether a tribe has civil subject-
matter jurisdiction over nonmembers was discussed in El
Paso Natural Gas Co v. Neztsosie, 526 U.S. 473, 483-484;
119 S Ct 1430; 143 L.Ed.2d 635 (1999), wherein the United
States Supreme Court stated:

National Farmers Union Ins Co v Crow Tribe, 471 U.S.
845; 105 S Ct 2447; 85 L.Ed.2d 818 (1985), was a suit
involving the federal-question jurisdiction of a United
States District Court under 28 USC 1331, brought to
determine “whether a tribal court has the power to exercise
civil subject-matter jurisdiction over non-Indians[.] We
held, initially, that federal courts have authority to
determine, as a matter “arising under” federal law, see 28
USC 1331, whether a tribal court has exceeded the limits
of its jurisdiction. After concluding that federal courts have
subject-matter jurisdiction to entertain such a case, we
announced that, prudentially, a federal court should stay its
hand “until after the Tribal Court has had a full opportunity
to determine its own jurisdiction.” [Citation omitted.]

*4  The fact that a party's claims are not premised on
federal law does not alter this result. Ninigret Dev Corp v
Narragansett Indian Wetuomuck Housing Auth, 207 F3d 21,
27-28 (CA 1, 2000). On the basis of the language in El Paso,
we initially question whether a state court has jurisdiction
to entertain the issue of whether a tribal court would have
subject-matter jurisdiction. Further, the tribal court here has
not yet had the opportunity to determine its own jurisdiction
in the setting of a lawsuit. Moreover, in Montana v. United
States, 450 U.S. 544, 565-566; 101 S Ct 1245; 67 L.Ed.2d 493
(1981), the Supreme Court ruled:

Though Oliphant [v Suquamish Indian
Tribe, 435 U.S. 191; 98 S Ct
1011; 55 L.Ed.2d 209 (1978) ] only
determined inherent tribal authority
in criminal matters, the principals on
which it relied support the general
proposition that the inherent sovereign
powers of an Indian tribe do not
extend to the activities of nonmembers
of the tribe. To be sure, Indian
tribes retain inherent sovereign power
to exercise some forms of civil
jurisdiction over non-Indians on their
reservations, even on non-Indian fee
lands. A tribe may regulate, through
taxation, licensing, or other means,
the activities of nonmembers who
enter consensual relationships with
the tribe or its members, through
commercial dealing, contracts, leases,

or other arrangements. 2  A tribe may
also retain inherent power to exercise
civil authority over the conduct of
non-Indians on fee lands within
its reservation when that conduct
threatens or has some direct effect on
the political integrity, the economic
security, or the health or welfare of the
tribe. [Citations omitted.]

Here, plaintiff and defendant entered into a consensual
relationship, i.e., the lease agreement or contract, and the
relationship or contract concerned the lease of Indian fee
lands that directly effects the tribe. We believe, without
deciding, that a tribal court could exercise jurisdiction
over matters not precluded by sovereign immunity under
the circumstances presented. Nevada v. Hicks, 533 U.S.
353; 121 S Ct 2304; 150 L.Ed.2d 398 (2001), upon
which plaintiff relies, does not alter our conclusion. Hicks
involved a tribal member's civil rights and tort action
that was filed against state officials in their individual
capacities arising from the execution of a search warrant
on land within the reservation for evidence of an off-
reservation poaching crime. The Hicks Court ruled that, as
a general proposition, the inherent sovereign powers of an
Indian tribe do not extend to the activities of nonmembers
of the tribe, except to the extent necessary to protect
tribal self-government or to control internal affairs. Id.
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at 359. The Supreme Court, citing Montana, supra, held
that an exception to this general proposition exists where
nonmembers enter consensual relationships with the tribe
through contracts or leases; however, it was not applicable
under the circumstances in Hicks. Hicks, supra at 359.
Here, there was a consensual relationship, and a lease
governing Indian property is involved. Although the Hicks
Court ruled that the “other arrangements” language from
Montana referred to private consensual relationships so as not
to include state officials under the circumstances, the Court
specified that “[w]hether contractual relations between State
and tribe can expressly or impliedly confer tribal regulatory
jurisdiction over nonmembers-and whether such conferral
can be effective to confer adjudicative jurisdiction as well-
are questions that may arise in another case, but are not at
issue here.” Hicks, supra at 372. The Court “merely assert[ed]
that ‘other arrangements' in the passage from Montana does
not include state officers' obtaining of an (unnecessary) tribal
warrant .” Id. We also note that if the tribe in the case
at bar was deprived of the ability to enter into a contract
with a willing party whereby the parties agree to have
disputes litigated in a tribal court, it would dampen tribal
self-government and weaken control of internal affairs where
Indian land or property is the underlying subject of the
contract.

*5  Moreover, assuming that the tribal court did not
have subject-matter jurisdiction over the issues that escape
sovereign immunity, it would not mean that the state circuit
court could then ignore the principle of sovereign immunity
in a suit filed in the court. Defendant waived its sovereign
immunity only to the extent of suits filed in tribal court and
then only on a limited issue. Forcing a state civil suit on
defendant without its agreement to allow such a suit solely on
the basis that the tribal court could not hear the action would
run contrary to the requirement of a clear and unequivocal
waiver. Predicated on the concept of sovereign immunity, the
circuit court would still remain without authority to adjudicate
the controversy.

Therefore, the lower court appropriately granted summary
disposition to defendant on plaintiff's claim for an accounting
of the prepaid rent. Plaintiff's remaining claims were not
covered by the lease agreement at all and therefore lacked
even a limited waiver of immunity. Therefore, those claims
were also appropriately dismissed.

Plaintiff further argues that the trial court erred in denying
its request for a restraining order or injunction against
defendant's tribal police investigation of Hatch. We disagree.
“This Court reviews for an abuse of discretion the trial court's
decision to grant or deny a preliminary injunction. A trial
court's findings of fact will be sustained unless they are clearly
erroneous or we are convinced that we would have reached a
different result.” Pharmaceutical Research & Manufacturers
of America v Dep't of Community Health, 254 Mich.App 397,
402; 657 NW2d 162 (2002). “Whether a party has standing
to bring an action involves a question of law that is reviewed
de novo.” In re KH, 469 Mich. 621, 627-628; 677 NW2d 800
(2004).

“A real party in interest is one who is vested with the right
of action on a given claim, although the beneficial interest
may be in another.” Hoffman v. Auto Club Ins Ass'n, 211
Mich.App 55, 95; 535 NW2d 529 (1995). Although it is
reasonable to assume that plaintiff would “engage in full and
vigorous advocacy” on behalf of its administrator, the real
party in interest is Hatch, who is not a named party in this
case. Although plaintiff cites incidental benefits which would
accrue to plaintiff school if an injunction is issued, Hatch is
the party “who is vested with the right of action” on the claim
for injunctive relief.

Additionally, even if plaintiff had standing to bring the
suit, the circuit court lacks jurisdiction to enjoin an Indian
tribal police department from investigating a tribe member
at a facility located on tribal property for an alleged crime
involving the improper disposal of tribal property. See United
States v. Wheeler, 435 U.S. 313; 98 S Ct 1079; 55 L.Ed.2d

303 (1978). 3  “The areas in which ... implicit divestiture of
sovereignty [in regard to prosecutions for tribal offenses] has
been held to have occurred are those involving the relations
between an Indian tribe and nonmembers of the tribe.” Id.
at 326. But Indian tribes have not been deprived of their
jurisdiction to charge, try, and punish tribal members for
violations of tribal law. Id. at 324. Therefore, there remains
the protection of sovereign immunity in the case before us
today.

*6  Affirmed.

All Citations

Not Reported in N.W.2d, 2004 WL 2387619
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Footnotes
1 This is the prepaid rent provision.

2 In Nevada v. Hicks, 533 U.S. 353, 367; 121 S Ct 2304; 150 L.Ed.2d 398 (2001), the Court discussed the relationship
between the regulative or legislative authority of Indian tribes and their adjudicative authority, and it noted that tribal courts
are not courts of general jurisdiction as compared to state courts and that “a tribe's inherent adjudicative jurisdiction over
nonmembers is at most only as broad as its legislative jurisdiction.”

3 In reaffirming the doctrine of tribal sovereign immunity, Wheeler concluded:
It is undisputed that Indian tribes have power to enforce their criminal laws against tribe members. Although physically
within the territory of the United States and subject to ultimate federal control, they nonetheless remain “a separate
people, with the power of regulating their internal and social relations.” Their right of internal self-government includes
the right to prescribe laws applicable to tribe members and to enforce those laws by criminal sanctions. [Wheeler,
supra at 322 (citations omitted).]
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